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Each session was based around the real-life experiences 
of taking forward the specific topic:  Greening your 
Community Building

 Setting the scene – an overview of the delivery organisation 

 Planning the project – consultations, research and prep

 Funding the project - where’s the money?

 Making it happen – putting the plans into effect

 Telling your story – monitoring, evaluation and publicity

WORKSHOP 
SESSIONS



Who are we?
 We’re a charity (a SCIO) and a Development Trust

 We provide a hub to bring the people of Duns and district 
together for business, social wellbeing and community good 



THE 
VOLUNTEER 
HALL DUNS

• We’re a central place for people to 
come together 

• We provide options for our 
community to host and celebrate 
cultural events and activities

• We support wellbeing, and have 
done so, without being overt about it 
for many years



THE JOURNEY STARTS
The Hall was owned by Lowland Reserve Forces’ & Cadets’ Association (LRFCA) – a 
part of the MoD, and leased by Scottish Borders Council (SBC) 
Costing loads to run  c.£44,000/annum or so to operate not including utilities or 
management and not really of value to SBC or MoD, but an important place in Duns
• largest hall in Berwickshire
• used by amongst others the Summer Festival, the Operatic Society and the Duns 

Players
A concerned individual called a public meeting and over 300 attended 
Resulted in abandoning plans to close

2010



Phase 1
We consulted our community – not hugely technical but was vital, and we used 
simple methods such as suggestion boxes and questionnaires and set up a website 
and Facebook pages
We sought exposure in local media
We held public meetings to seek views
We talked to our community (our key stakeholders) – while this isn’t always formal 
written feedback evidence, it is quotable information

THE JOURNEY STARTS 2012



THE 
JOURNEY 
SO FAR

2012 -
2017



OUR JOURNEY TO A GREENER FUTURE

Planning started in mid 2017

Physical works were almost two years later

July 7, 2019, till September 20, 2019

c. 27 months, with just over 2 months 
physical works



THE PLANNING CYCLE

PlanPlan

Plan 
again
Plan 

again

DoDo

ReviewReview



PLANNING IS 
ABOUT 
LOCAL 

STUFF

Stakeholder analysis included SBC planners 
who we worked with from day one

Community voices are important including 
those who doubt and are noisy

Not everyone wants what you want

Use professionals for advice not decisions

Fundraising is a task – so treat it as such



Be ambitious and be determined - The site was under threat until it was saved for our community

Don’t give up - The purchase was a risk and affected by a policy change at national government level, 
and the whole sale process was under threat. 

Be organised - Build local partnerships, both formal and informal does help

Build a reputation by doing the normal things well - Annual Report, AGM, Business Plan, regular trustee 
meetings, a website that is populated regularly and have a social media presence. 

If it goes wrong, do it again, but do it better. 

Take some risks - Make a judgement about what is a risk and what is an uncertainty, work hard and when 
it doesn’t go well work harder

Lessons learnt from this 
approach



We consulted our community on what they wanted:

• Suggestion boxes

• Questionnaires 

• Set up a website 

• Set up Facebook pages

• Sought exposure in local media

• Held public meetings to seek views (in the hall about the Hall)

• We talked to our community face to face, informally and often

Ask the Audience



Hall events

Noise vs comfort

We had the 
ridiculous option 
of having to plan 
events in better 
weather



Hall – as was

evening in 
November

With stage blacks, 
old lighting, old 
heating and old 
ceiling.

Heaters had been 
on almost 10 
hours

Not warm

Noisy heaters 
switched off 
during show



Control systems – a key issue



Tendered the Design and asked the audience



BE REALISTIC & DON’T BE SHY ABOUT MONEY

Funders have a role, and the people you talk to have a job, and have priorities, 
and targets – our experience suggests working with them openly is best

Building funding relationships is a task – be open, be early and be as specific as 
you can

Funding limitations are self imposed

Use funders to help you develop – they come across all sorts of projects

Collaborations are a big thing, as is partnering, sharing and impact



DON’T DO NOTHING

Loans are options, grants are options, doing nothing is an option

You’re making an investment of funds, time and effort, and energy

Getting agreement – internally, with users and with funders

If you say to your community you’ll do it, then do it

Be ambitious



DOING SOMETHING

Establish a purpose and objectives, and be clear

Cost it properly – most funders want realism, not penny pinching

Contingencies are a challenge, and sometimes not fundable

The amount accessible might mean working with more than one funder

Funders have a purpose, objectives and targets too



Removing the ceiling

Not trading during works

Some VAT advantages

Delays and coordination

Beer Festival date wasn’t 
movable



Hidden ceiling –
probably from early 
80s – with no 
insulation at all

A work of art?



Fitting 
the new 
ceiling –
now 
super 
insulated



… fitting the 
lights 

Low energy 
LEDs



Hall events –
bar area

Not the best view

Condenser would 
go here

We’d build a 
screen (wooden 
fence)

No near 
neighbours



FITTING THE CONDENSER
-AN AIR-TO-WATER SYSTEM-



Hall heaters –10 hours heating up time 
to15 minutes

4 low level heaters

3 high level heaters



With lights 
and with 
heat
Is good lighting and 
heating so difficult –
yes?

Running costs have 
gone down by 60-
70%, but comfort 
and usability has 
gone way up

Case Studies for 
CCF project 
available as an end 
of project report



Where we started 
and where we 
went

Monitoring

Evaluating

Publicity
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Evaluation - how do you 
use what you gather and 
what you learn

• Use it or not

• Example of google analytics

• We use mailchimp and survey monkey

• Professional analysis

• We did a formal written evaluation of our 
greening project 



ASKING THE AUDIENCE IS ALSO PUBLICITY



We asked 
what our 
audience 
wanted

Good lighting  ✔
Good heating  ✔

Low running costs ✔

Comfort  ✔

Case Studies for 
CCF project 
available as an end 
of project report



New Air-source heat pump for heating

Improvements to lighting and ceiling of hall

Commission major Feasibility Study to create Fit-for-purpose facility

Pandemic hits and really messes with our plans

Set up Community Fridge - which becomes Community Larder in 2021

Reorganise committee structure (we’ve done this a few times)
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REMEMBER
WE SHARE ALMOST EVERYTHING WE 

DO – AND SO DO LOTS OF FOLK

manager@aheartforduns.org



Thank you

Anne McNeill 
and Lindsay Wood


